Who murdered Mountbatten?
Christopher Spivey

I think that it is quite obvious by now that detectives from
Operation Yewtree aren’t going to bother knocking on Prince
Big Ear’s door or even that of his father Phil the Duck’s…
Unfortunately.
As far as I’m concerned, the fact that they haven’t and have
no intention of doing so is a complete travesty of justice.
The case for suspecting that Big Ears is involved in
paedophilia is, after all, pretty clear cut:
Veteran BBC presenter Bill Oddie has backed claims that Jimmy
Savile’s abuse was covered up because he was close friends
with Prince Charles and was a regular visitor to Kensington
Palace, Buckingham Palace, and Highgrove. Former palace Aide,
Dickie Arbiter, told the Guardian newspaper Savile would greet
young women working at the palace by “rubbing his lips all the
way up their arms in the palace typing pool.”
A former BBC chauffeur says that BBC chauffeurs were sacked if
they tried to blow the whistle on Jimmy Savile’s child-sexrape activities.The chauffeur said he had once driven home a
‘hysterical’ 12-year-old girl. The girl said she had been

sexually assaulted by Savile after appearing on a BBC TV
programme.
The BBC must investigate whether its staff acted as enablers
or, better word, accomplices to Savile’s crimes.
SOURCE
And more tellingly still, this:
PIMPING FOR PRINCE CHARLES
Savile told Esquire: ‘The thing about me is I get things done
and I work deep cover. I’ve known the Royal Family for a
million years.’
According to the UK Daily Mail at the time of Savile’s death
in 2011, Savile said that he was invited to regular meetings
with the royal family because ‘I have a natural good fun way
of going on and we have a laugh.’ Would one of the world’s
most powerful families invite an aging disc jockey into their
inner sanctum so often just because he gave them ‘a good
laugh’? Or is there likely to be a far more plausible reason
for their strange closeness?
Dickie Arbiter, now 72, was in charge of media relations for
the Queen between 1988 and 2000. He told the media that Savile
visited Prince Charles’s official London residence St James’s
Palace frequently. Savile’s behavior on visits to Prince
Charles’ residence aroused “concern and suspicion”. A palace
insider said of the claims that several people were well aware
of Savile’s alleged abuse of children.
Police have searched Savile’s cottage in the Scottish
Highlands after fears he used the home to abuse victims. It is
reported 20 allegations of abuse at the cottage are being
investigated.
Prince Charles was a private guest at Jimmy Savile’s isolated
and remote cottage in Glencoe in the Scottish Highlands.

Savile famously hired three waitresses for the occasion and
dressed them in aprons bearing the initials HRH.
SOURCE
As for Dobby’s dad, the Duck of Edinburgh! Well, he had been
friends with Savile long before his son was:
At this point, it should be mentioned
official line is that Savile and Charles
part of the coincidence of mutual charity
has stated that he was friends with the
million years.”

that, although the
met in the 1970s as
work, Savile himself
Royal family “for a

In fact, it was reported that Savile actually stated he was
introduced to the Royals in 1966 by Lord Mountbatten, a
known paedophile and sexual pervert. In addition to
Mountbatten, however, Greg Hallett, in his book Hitler Was A
British Agent, also names Prince Philip as a paedophile.
In reference to how he became introduced and ingratiated with
the Royal family, Savile stated, coming from Lord Louis, who
was the favourite uncle of Prince Philip that was quite
something.
So obviously, I hooked up with the Prince – what was good
enough for Lord Louis was good enough for him.
SOURCE
Course, it has since been well documented that the Duck and
the Deejay fell out in spectacular fashion. That to me is
strange in itself. After all, the Duck is the King of England
in all but name.
I therefore question what he and an ageing radio star had in
common with one another to fall out over in the first place.
That is to say, if the Duck was pissed off with the flamboyant
nonce for whatever reason, why wasn’t Savile simply frozen out

of the Royal circle?
Surely, such action is more in keeping with the parasites
usual methods towards someone who has given them the right
fucking hump.
The fact that the Duck and Savile did row, should have got any
half decent coppers nose twitching straight away, given mind
to what is known about the cunt.
Then again, the fact that Lord Louie Mountbatten – hero and
mentor to the Duck & Big Ears – introduced the Duck to savile,
should have triggered alarm bells in anyone who has a smidgen
of knowledge on the true history of the Royal family.
You see, to the majority of those who cannot see the wood for
the trees, Lord Louie Mountbatten was a war hero, one of
those, who put the Great in Britain.
The following is what the Royal Spongers would have you
believe, as told by Wikipedia:
Admiral of the Fleet Louis Francis Albert Victor Nicholas
George Mountbatten, 1st Earl Mountbatten
KG, GCB, OM, GCSI, GCIE,GCVO, DSO, PC, FRS

of

Burma,

Born Prince Louis of Battenberg; 25 June 1900 – 27 August
1979) – known informally as Lord Mountbatten – he was a
British statesman and naval officer, an uncle of Prince
Philip, Duke of Edinburgh and second cousin once removed to
Elizabeth II.
He was the last Viceroy of India (1947) the first GovernorGeneral of the independent Union of India (1947–48), from
which the modern Republic of India emerged in 1950. From 1954
until 1959, he was the First Sea Lord, a position that had
been held by his father, Prince Louis of Battenberg, some
forty years earlier.
Thereafter he served as Chief of the Defence Staff until 1965,

making him the longest serving professional head of the
British Armed Forces to date. During this period, Mountbatten
also served as Chairman of the NATO Military Committee for a
year.
Pretty impressive, don’t cha know.
Moreover, most people of a certain age know that In 1979,
Mountbatten was assassinated by the Provisional IRA, who had
planted a bomb on-board his boat, the Shadow V, at
Mullaghmore, County Sligo, in Ireland.
The force of the blast reduced the boat to Matchsticks.
No doubt, the very same matchsticks that Ian Dickhead Smiff
would have you believe he sold on street corners in order to
make ends meet, when he was a real person… But I digress
and probably even exaggerate a little.
Mountbatten, then aged 79, had been pulled out of the sea
alive, but died from his injuries before reaching the shore.
Unsurprisingly, further sympathy had been bestowed on the
Royal Family by the sycophantic, British public – at that time
still largely unaware of their true nature and moral standards
– because of the others who were killed and wounded in the
explosion.
Those also killed in the blast were Nicholas Knatchbull,
Mountbatten’s 14-year-old grandson; and Paul Maxwell, a 15year-old from County Fermanagh who was a ‘crew member’.
The Dowager Lady Brabourne, Grandmother to Nicholas
Knatchbull, was seriously injured in the explosion and died
from her injuries the following day.
Nicholas Knatchbull’s mother and father, along with his twin
brother Timothy, survived the explosion but were seriously
injured

According to Wikipedia, the IRA gave clear reasons for the
execution:
I think it is unfortunate that anyone has to be killed, but
the furore created by Mountbatten’s death showed up the
hypocritical attitude of the media establishment. As a member
of the House of Lords, Mountbatten was an emotional figure in
both British and Irish politics.
What the IRA did to him is what Mountbatten had been doing all
his life to other people; and with his war record I don’t
think he could have objected to dying in what was clearly a
war situation.
He knew the danger involved in coming to this country. In my
opinion, the IRA achieved its objective: people started paying
attention to what was happening in Ireland.
Course, being a war hero, a pillar of society, and a member of
the Royal Elite meant that Mountbatten was awarded a State
Funeral. The following is once again from Wikipedia:
On 5 September 1979, Lord Mountbatten received a State
Funeral at Westminster Abbey, which was attended by the Queen,
the Royal Family and members of the European royal houses.
Watched by thousands of people, the funeral procession, which
started at Wellington Barracks, included representatives of
all three British Armed Services, and military contingents
from Burma, India, the United States, France, and Canada.
His coffin was drawn on a gun carriage by 118 Royal Navy
ratings. During the televised service, the Prince of Wales
read the lesson from Psalm 107.
In an address, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Donald Coggan,
highlighted his various achievements and his “lifelong
devotion to the Royal Navy”.
After the public ceremonies, which he had planned himself,

Mountbatten was buried in Romsey Abbey.
The President of Ireland, Patrick Hillery, and
the Taoiseach, Jack Lynch, attended a memorial service for
Mountbatten in St. Patrick’s Cathedral in Dublin on 5
September 1979.
Just goes to show how easily the ‘enlightened’ public are made
mugs of doesn’t it?
You see, Louis Mountbatten was an abomination of a man. A man,
who should in fact, have been removed from this earth years
before the IRA did us all a favour – if indeed it was the IRA.

I say that because Mountbatten was a dangerous, predatory
paedophile, who had in the past had a sexual relationship with
his cousin King Edward VIII – himself a warped sexual deviant
– who abdicated in order to marry the right old slapper Wallis
Simpson.
Now, if you have read my article Monsters Inc you will know
that Wallis Simpson used to push Edward around in a pram at
Parties (Sex Orgies).
You see Edward was one of those warped human beings who got
his sexual kicks from wearing a nappy and being treated like a
baby. Course, Wallis Simpson, being a right old banger had no
objections to her husband’s fetish.
Edward also used to like dressing up in ladies clothes. Kinda
makes you wonder what the Queen Mother saw in him doesn’t it?
It is after all, well documented that Bizzy Lizzy the 1st
despised Mrs Simpson because she was in love with Edward.
Greg Hallett, is from New Zealand and is an authority on Royal
history. The following is what he has to say about Wallis

Simpson:
Now, the person who became King Edward VIII married Wallis
Simpson, who was three times divorced, absolutely sabotaged,
and she was considered bisexual.
She was considered a drug dealer, she was considered
completely unsuitable, she was having affairs with every
second, second hand car salesman in London, and she was
Androgen Insensitivity Symptom Grade 4, which means that she
was conceived as a male, and didn’t quite fully transition
into a female, which would be Grade 7. Grade 1 for male, Grade
7 is a female model.
So she had both bits, which King Edward VIII liked because he
was bisexual himself.
Interestingly enough, Mountbatten was also Edward’s best man
when he married Mrs Simpson.
From incestuous sex with Edward VIII, Mountbatten moved on to
sexually abuse his Nephew Phil the Duck.
And, just like his Uncle Louie, the Duck’s penchant for
‘liking’ children also became apparent at a young age. The
following is taken from the author, Phillip Eade’s book about
the Queens husband as a duckling:
Philip had met Princess Elizabeth, his second cousin once
removed and heir to the throne, several times, but things
stepped up a gear when he made a visit in 1939. He was 18 and
Elizabeth was 13.
The future queen’s governess described how, while they were
playing with a clockwork railway, Philip came into the room.
“For a while they knelt side by side playing with the trains.
He soon got bored with that. We had ginger crackers and
lemonade in which he joined and then he said, ‘Let’s go to the
tennis courts and have some real fun jumping over the nets!’

At the tennis courts I thought he showed off a little too
much. Lilibet said, ‘How good he is! How high he can jump!’ He
spent a lot of time teasing plump little Margaret.” Later that
evening, when Philip went for dinner with the king, Elizabeth
had already been sent to bed according to the nursery
schedule.
In turn, unbelievable as it may seem, the vile paedophile
Mountbatten was then given carte blanche to sexually abuse his
very young Great-Nephew, Prince Big Ears.
And, who gave him permission to do so?
None other than Phil the Duck and his Wife Bizzy Lizzy.
The following is taken from my article Monsters Inc:
It is also a documented fact that Dobby’s young life was
shaped by his Great Uncle Louis Mountbatten. Wikipedia has
this to say on that matter:
Mountbatten was a strong influence in the upbringing of his
grand-nephew, Prince Charles, Prince of Wales, and later as a
mentor—”Honorary Grandfather” and “Honorary Grandson”, they
fondly called each other according to the Jonathan Dimbleby
biography of the Prince.
Now while that may sound innocuous enough in its self, the
fact that Mountbatten was a known gay paedophile, who was
known to have had incestuous relationships with both Edward
VIII & Prince Philip, should have meant that he wasn’t allowed
within a 100 miles of the young Prince Dobby.
Or maybe there were darker, more sinister reasons for Charles
to be in the care of such a vile monster…
So who was Lord Louie Mountbatten?
Louis of Battenberg was born in Windsor, England, on 25th June
1900 and was actually the great grandson of Queen Victoria,

and the second cousin of George V.
His father, Prince Louis of Battenberg, who had been born in
Austria changed the family name from Battenberg to
Mountbatten, during World War 1, due to the public’s
resentment to all things German.
In 1922, Mountbatten married Edwina Ashley, who was described
as the spoiled favourite granddaughter of a Jewish financier
close to the royals. She was also the richest and most
glamorous deb of her time.
However, what wasn’t widely known was that Edwina, like Wallis
Simpson, was a proper dirty old slag and a horrible bitch to
boot. Course, with her new husband being at best; a bi-sexual
paedophile – if not an outright homosexual paedophile – he was
useless to her in the bedroom department.
The following is from the Daily Mail:
After a fumbling honeymoon, some of it spent in Hollywood,
Mountbatten resumed his career as a naval officer.
Meanwhile, the stylish Edwina, described as one of the six
best- dressed women in the world, shopped at Chanel, played
bridge, and danced the Charleston until 3am, sometimes with
Fred Astaire.
At weekends, their country home was full of guests (including
the Prince of Wales) arriving in fast cars and even
aeroplanes.
Vain, charming and boyish, Dickie was devoted to Edwina, but
still awkward in bed. He famously named her breasts Mutt and
Jeff – the nicknames that World War I soldiers gave their
campaign medals.
To him, sex was unromantic, ‘a mixture of psychology and
hydraulics’. There were also mutterings that he preferred men.

Things went downhill after their daughter Patricia was born in
1924.
While Mountbatten doted on the new arrival, the passionate
Edwina was pathologically jealous of her own child being the
centre of attention.
‘A divine little daughter’.
Too thrilling, too sweet,’ she trilled to her diary – but
then packed the baby off to nannies on the South Coast. The
highly sexed Edwina then proceeded to look for lovers from all
walks of life.
Her first was the aristocratic Lord Molyneux. He was followed
by a rich, polo-playing American, Laddie Sandford, and then by
Mike Wardell, the good-looking manager of a London evening
newspaper. At times, she juggled all three at once.
‘Lord Molyneux is in the morning-room and Mr Sandford in the
library, but where should I put the other gentleman?’ asked a
desperate flunkey when they happened to visit together.
While her husband was posted to Malta in the early Thirties,
she turned to American golf champion Bobby Sweeny.
Next came playboy Larry Gray, before she went on a Mexican
cruise and jumped into bed with the elder of two Californian
brothers, Ted Phillips, quickly followed by his sibling Bunny.
This serial sexual gallivanting went on until the birth of her
second daughter Pamela in 1929.
[…]She even dallied with conductor Malcolm Sargent, and then
embarked on her most adventurous affair to date, with the
bisexual West Indian cabaret pianist Leslie Hutchinson.
Although Edwina successfully sued a newspaper for saying she
had a black lover, there is not much doubt she conducted an
on-off relationship with ‘Hutch’ for 30 years.

She famously gave him a gold bracelet bearing her name, a gold
cigarette case and, conclusively perhaps, a jewelled penis
sheath from Cartier…
Mind you, at one stage, Mountbatten himself freely admitted
that: “Edwina and I spent all our married lives getting into
other people’s beds.”
Furthermore, in the Biography Francis Wheen wrote about the
notorious Labour MP, Tom Driberg, the author states that like
Driberg, Mountbatten had “a sexual preference for men”.
However, what Wheen neglects to mention is that like Driberg –
who was being blackmailed by the notorious Kray Twins in the
1960’s – Mountbatten was a predatory paedophile.

Meanwhile, back at the Ranch, in 1930 Phil the Ducks Mother,
Slack Alice had gone Quackers, and had been carted off to the
madhouse – ha, ha, geddit?… Phil the Duck? … His Mother went
Quackers? … Forget it.
This left the young Duck home alone with his bi-sexual Father,
being as his three older sisters had already fucked off – each
having married members of the German Nazi party.
Course, the fact that the Ducks sisters were all Nazi’s
excluded them from being invited to his wedding to Bizzie
Lizzy. The following is once again, from the Daily Mail:
The only member of his German family to be invited was his
mother, Princess Alice, and even she was requested to divest
herself of the sombre grey nun’s habit she had adopted after
suffering a nervous breakdown when her bisexual husband,
Prince Andrew of Greece, left her for a mistress in Monte
Carlo. Read more

So, not only was the Ducks dad a fruit, his mother was a
fruitloop who thought that she was a nun.
But it gets worse.
You see, with his wife going bonkers, Daddy Duck – or Ducky as
the case was – couldn’t be arsed with his only son and
promptly fucked off with some fabulously rich old sort,
leaving the Duck in the care of Louis Mountbatten’s equally
perverted brother George.
Now, as it happens, George Mountbatten kept a scandalous
collection of child pornography which he had bound into
volumes and emblazoned with the family crest.
Most disturbing of these were pictures of family orgies and
bestiality in which children and animals were sexual
participants. The question is – was George’s adopted son
Philip a participant?
George Mountbatten’s porn collection now resides at the
British Museum where it is kept in a hidden repository of
artefacts deemed pornographic and unfit for public viewing.
So, having been passed back and forth between George, Louis
and a Nazi Boarding School, where the Duck himself admits that
saluting Nazi style heel clicking and Heil Hitlering were the
order of the day – Its hardly surprising that the Duck turned
out to be an absolute evil bastard with a penchant for raping
and murdering children.
It is of course, well documented that like the Duck, his Uncle
Louis, and future Uncle in law Edward VIII, were both Nazi
Sympathisers.
The following is once again, taken from my article Monsters
Inc:
In 1937 Phillip, then aged 16 was photographed walking in his
elder Sister Cecile’s funeral cortège, flanked by relatives in

SS and Brownshirt uniforms. One row back in the cortège – held
in Darmstadt, western Germany – was his paedophile uncle, Lord
Mountbatten wearing a Royal Navy bicorn hat. On either side of
this Funeral parade, onlookers, pinned back by crowd control
fences, can clearly be seen en-masse, giving the mourners the
Nazi salute…

After the war had ended, Winston Churchill – Said by some to
be Bizzy Lizzie’s real father – is in fact alleged to have had
the right fucking hump with Mountbatten, for the way that he
had covertly sided with the Hitler War Machine and for a
botched, unauthorised mission which had resulted in the deaths
of thousands of allied troops.
Interestingly enough, according to the website United Nations
on film:
“Prince

Philip

kept

up

very

serious

connections

with

Edward [Windsor] even after his abdication in 1936. Another of
Edward’s supporters, and mentor to Prince Philip, was the
known
paedophile
and
Satanist
Lord
Louis
Mountbatten (Battenberg). Mountbatten was Philip’s route into
the House of Windsor. Mountbatten was the grandson of Queen
Victoria and Prince Albert and was born at Windsor Castle in
1900.
While Mountbatten was supposedly fighting on the British side
during the war, he maintained serious communications with the
Windsor’s German Clan via his sister Louise, the Crown
Princess of Sweden and wife of King Gustav. Louise was Prince
Philip’s aunt.
Course; with the falsification of history,
hard to know what to believe. I say that
himself was a Rothschild’s puppet and it is
Rothschild’s financed both sides throughout

it is sometimes
since Churchill
a fact that the
the duration of

World War 2.
Never the less, what is a cast iron fact was that Uncle Louis
and his slapper wife were sent to India where Mountbatten took
up his new role as the British Empires last Indian Viceroy and
subsequently the first Governor General of the independent
Union of India.
Unsurprisingly, Mountbatten appears to have spent his time in
India up to no good. That is, at least according to the
Authors of the controversial book ‘The War of
the Windsor’s which was serialised in the Daily Mail:
Lord Louis Mountbatten had the nickname “Dickie” …and for good
reason. Prince Philip’s uncle Dickie was the last viceroy in
India where he was a known paedophile who sexually exploited
young working class Indian peasant boys…
Predictably, while in India, Edwina ended up having yet
another affair, this time with the Indian Prime Minister,
Jawaharlal Nehru.
Equally unsurprisingly, Nehru, like most Prime Ministers was
also a promiscuous bi-sexual who couldn’t stay faithful if his
life depended on it.
This led to the equally bi-sexual Mountbatten’s and Nehru
indulging in many a menage a trios – which for the thick
fuckers reading this is a threesome.
After Mountbatten had done shagging little Indian boys and the
Indian Prime Minister, this abomination of a man who is touted
by our government and Royal family as being a hero – which
tells you all you need to know about the stinking arseholes –
appears to have been recruited by MI5.
Course, it is nothing new for the Royal Family to have those
amongst their ranks acting as secret agents.
The equally odious royal paedophile, Anthony Blunt was also

working for MI 5 as well as the Russians.
At the end of World War 2, Blunt the cunt was in fact
dispatched to Germany by the Royal family to go and retrieve
incriminating correspondence sent by them to their German
relatives during the hostilities.
The vile pervert was again called upon to save the Royal arses
in the early 1960’s following the Profumo Scandal.
The story goes, that Phil the Duck sent blunt the cunt to buy
up the sketches of him and his perverted family, drawn by his
pal the Satanist, Dr Stephen Ward who was heavily implicated
in the scandal. Tellingly, Ward lived in a cottage owned by
the Cunt Cameron’s in-laws.
Meanwhile, Mountbatten – in between shagging his Great-Nephew
Big Ears – was busy trying to oust the Wilson Government.
The following is from Wikipedia:
Peter Wright, in his book Spycatcher, claimed that in 1967
Mountbatten attended a private meeting with press baron
and MI5 agent Cecil King, and the Government’s
scientific adviser, Solly Zuckerman.

chief

King and Peter Wright were members of a group of thirty MI5
officers who wanted to stage a coup against the then crisisstricken Labour Government of Harold Wilson, and King
allegedly used the meeting to urge Mountbatten to become the
leader of a government of national salvation.
In 2006 the BBC documentary The Plot Against Harold
Wilson alleged that there had been another plot involving
Mountbatten to oust Wilson during his second term in office
(1974–76).
The documentary alleged that a coup was planned to overthrow
Wilson and replace him with Mountbatten using the private
armies and sympathisers in the military and MI5. The

documentary stated that Mountbatten and other members of the
British Royal Family supported the plot and were involved in
its planning…
Course, all work and no play makes Jack – or as in this case,
Louis – a dull boy. So, in view of the lack of little Indian
boys available to sodomise, Mountbatten turned to Northern
Ireland, where there was an endless supply of unwilling little
boys to be raped.
The unlucky victims were housed in the Kincora Boys Home in
Belfast. The following is taken from my article ‘Monsters
Inc’:
Mountbatten is also linked to the paedophile ring who abused
boys living at the Kincora Care Home in Belfast Northern
Ireland. An excellent website, dedicated to exposing the Royal
Family http://www.helpfreetheearth.com/index.html, have this
to say about a book written on that paedophile ring entitled
‘The Kincora Scandal’:
“The Kincora Scandal connects Lord Dickie Mountbatten to a
child prostitution vice ring in Belfast, Ireland. Authorities
failed to intervene at the Kincora care home for boys until
1981, despite reports over the years of child sexual abuse”.
The operators of the Kincora child prostitution ring were
eventually convicted in 1981 of the RITUAL sexual abuse of
defenceless young boys who were sold like prostitutes. No
charges were ever brought against the VIP customers made up of
Royals, Politicians, lawyers, and Judges.
However, Belfast citizens finally had reason to celebrate when
Prince Philip’s paedophile uncle was killed by an IRA bomb
planted in his boat”.
But was it the IRA?
The official version of events tells us that the IRA

terrorist, Thomas McMahon planted the bomb on the boat which
killed Mountbatten along with 3 other people, 2 of them
children and seriously injured 3 others.
As a result, McMahon, the only person ever convicted of the
atrocity spent 18 years in prison before being released under
the good Friday agreement.
However, not everything about the story adds up.
You see, I find it extremely strange that such a prominent and
controversial figure such as Mountbatten, would leave his boat
harboured unattended, knowing the risks in doing so.
Neither do the anomalies stop there. The following is from the
Telegraph:
The terrorist attack three decades ago led to one of the
biggest police investigations in Irish history. Two men were
charged: McMahon, then 31, and Francis McGirl, 24, a
gravedigger.
At the time of the explosion, McMahon was 70 miles away, in
police custody – by chance he and McGirl had been stopped at a
checkpoint after he had laid the explosive.
One of the IRA’s most experienced bomb-makers, McMahon had
flakes of green paint from Lord Mountbatten’s boat and traces
of nitroglycerine on his clothes. The bomb had been detonated
by remote control at 11.39am when the boat, Shadow V, was
about 200 yards from the harbour.
Because there was insufficient evidence to place McGirl at the
fishing village of Mullaghmore, he was acquitted and he died
in 1995. McMahon was released from jail in August 1998 as part
of the Good Friday peace agreement. Read More

Now, while I am no bomb expert, I would have thought that the
detonator had to be linked to the bomb. Therefore, the IRA was
extremely lucky that the detonator wasn’t with McMahon when he
was arrested.
Moreover, it was a 50Ib bomb, which is a lot of lifting and
fixing for a fella on his own. Think of 23 bags of sugar and
you are somewhere near the weight of a 50Ib bomb. You have
seen the size of the boat. So where the fuck did he put it on
his own where it couldn’t be seen?
However, the newspaper report does claim that McMahon – a
known terrorist – was the IRA’s most experienced bomb maker.
Even so, it was a hell of a feat.
Never the less, with that being the case, and bearing in mind
that McGirl was acquitted (meaning that McMahon hadn’t come
straight from planting the bomb when he was arrested),
why hadn’t McMahon changed his clothes?
Surely, as the IRA’s most experienced bomb maker, that would
have been his first priority… But what do I know.
It does however sound to me almost like McMahon was set up.
And I’m not the only one who thinks so either. The following
is from the On-line publishing Company:
The evidence was that at the time of the explosion McMahon was
some 70 miles away and in police custody having been arrested
on suspicion of a stolen car. The bomb had been detonated by
remote control at 11.39am when the boat, Shadow V, was about
200 yards from the harbour.
Because there was insufficient evidence to place the codefendant McGirl at the fishing village of Mullaghmore, he was
acquitted and ‘died’ in 1995.
He (McMahon) was tried for the assassinations in the Republic
of Ireland, and convicted by forensic evidence supplied by

forensic scientist Dr James O’Donovan that showed flecks of
paint from the boat and traces of nitro-glycerine on his
clothes. That was the only evidence since of course he was in
police custody more than two hours prior to the detonation.
So who did detonate the bomb that killed Mountbatten? It
certainly was not Thomas McMahon and to this day McMahon has
refused to even discuss the matter.
McMahon had served the first 13 years of his life sentence in
the IRA wing of Portlaoise.
It was at Portlaoise Prison that he met and befriended Patrick
Holland better known as ‘Dutchy’ who died in a British prison
under seriously and equally suspicious circumstances. Holland
was represented by the man known as the Devils Advocate
Giovanni Di Stefano and upon his release from Prison which Di
Stefano secured at 1 minute past midnight travelled to Rome to
stay with Di Stefano.
It was there that Holland had confided to Di Stefano that
Mountbatten had not been a target of the IRA and that McMahon
had told him whilst in prison that the reason he had been
arrested two hours before the explosion was to ensure he would
not be blamed for what he termed ‘special operation’. McMahon
was certainly a known Provisional IRA man and he and his
father knew explosions well but ‘Dutchy’ was adamant that
McMahon had told him he did not do it.
Paddy Holland told Di Stefano that the deal McMahon had agreed
was that he would take the blame for all the murders and his
family would be taken care of. McMahon’s wife was indeed
‘looked after’ and even entered the political forum and
throughout McMahon’s time in jail Holland confirmed that
McMahon lacked for nothing.
Holland was jailed for eight years in 2008 for planning a £10m
plot to kidnap a businessman in the UK. He was planning to
write a book and Di Stefano received some material for what

would have been an explosive insight into crime in Ireland.
A chapter of the book was an in detail account of the
Mountbatten murder and the startling revelations that Holland
said McMahon had made confirming that Lord Mountbatten had not
been the subject of a Provisional IRA assassination and that
the only targets on that day were the soldiers (refers to 18
British soldiers killed by the IRA on the same day – Spivey)
and he was not responsible for either.
Patrick Eugene ‘Dutchy’ Holland, 70, was found dead at 6am
19 th June 2009 in Parkhurst Prison where he was serving a
sentence for conspiracy to kidnap a businessman.
The UK Prison Service said he appeared to have died from
‘natural causes’, but that all deaths in custody are subject
to investigation.
Di Stefano challenged the coroner’s findings without success
but all in all the death of Patrick Holland was surely
extremely convenient for the British Authorities.
In his book which was scheduled also to be made into a film
the most startling revelation of all was that Mountbatten had
been murdered not by the Provisional IRA but by the British
Security Services because of a deep rooted secret Mountbatten
knew that if revealed would have been so damaging to the Royal
Family that it may have damaged their reputation for ever. It
was all part of the same operation the British had in the
1970s Holland confirmed.
That prison confession by McMahon to Holland may well have
cost ‘Dutchy’ his life and the secret Holland kept for so long
may one day still make it to the big screen.
“There is no point being alive forever, merely becoming a
burden to the people,” said an almost-retired Lord Mountbatten
while being filmed for a BBC documentary. A month or so later
he was a burden to no-one. One interesting fact that Holland

stated was that whilst most world leaders lined up with
Britain the United States refused to condemn the IRA. Is that
because the CIA was aware that the IRA was not involved?
Gerry Adams, the then Vice President of IRA’s political wing
Sinn Fein clarified that the IRA gave clear reasons for the
execution of Mountbatten. “What the IRA did to him is what
Mountbatten had been doing all his life to other people; and
with his war record I don’t think he could have objected to
dying in what was clearly a war situation. He knew the danger
involved in coming to this country. In my opinion, the IRA
achieved its objective: people started paying attention to
what was happening in Ireland,” said Adams in an interview to
the Time magazine.
What is noted is that the murder of Mountbatten although
certainly not carried out by the IRA, Gerry Adams for ever an
opportunist certainly performed the task of ‘spin doctor’ long
before the phrase was made famous by the exploits of Tony
Blair.
As for Patrick Holland what is notable is that upon release he
passed a lie detector test arranged by a leading newspaper.
His revelations regarding Mountbatten were no lies but may
certainly have cost him his life.

Now, it has to be said that the above version of events would
also tie in with Greg Halletts version. Unfortunately, many
people tend to dismiss what Hallett says, without doing any
research themselves.
However, I am not so quick to do so since much of what I have
uncovered in the past, also tallies with what Hallett says.
For instance, long before I had even heard of Greg, I had
concluded that in all likelihood, Lord Porchester was Prince

Andrews’ father and Lord Plunket was father to Prince Edward.
After documenting my findings in Monsters Inc, I came across
Greg Hallett’s work, and discovered that he had reached the
same conclusion. Hallett, like myself is also convinced that
the Royal Family make Millions from the drug trade,
specifically Heroin.
Course, such claims are instantly dismissed by the mind
controlled masses. However, I find the this closed mind
outlook extremely blinkered and naive, especially since there
is no denying the role that the Royal family played in the
Chinese opium wars.
Moreover, at the time of Mountbatten’s death the opium wars
had only been over 100 years previously.
With that in mind, here is what Greg Hallett said about
Mountbatten in a radio interview:
Those who supplied Prince Philip with children were then
invited into his heroin trafficking ring, and that was called
‘The Triumvirate’. Triumvirate is latin for three people who
are running a loosely organised organisation with no
particular rules in its affiliation, but in this case it is
essentially a mafia. So Prince Philip was involved in heroin
trafficking using the navy
The Triumvirate was led by Prince Philip, the others involved
were Lord Porchester the 7th Earl of Carnarvone, Lord Plunket,
and when he died in 1972 he was replaced by Lord Louis
Mountbatten.
Now Lord Louis Mountbatten was got to and started to be
influenced by Airey Neave who was a British soldier. He was
the first or second person to escape from Colditz. He was a
barrister and politician, and he was also Margaret Thatcher’s
bondage lover, and she used to dress up in her black leathers
with her whip.

So Airey Neave was getting in with Lord Louis Mountbatten and
convincing him to turn tables and expose the royal heroin
trafficking. So then Airey Neave’s car, as he was driving it
out of the House of Commons in London, Parliament Buildings,
it exploded. It didn’t kill him, and then Airey Neave was
taken to a hospital and he was killed there.
That was the 30th of March 1979, and then Lord Louis
Mountbatten was murdered on the 27th of August 1979, so that
was 5 months later. And that was blamed on the IRA, and it was
considered a 6 man team that did it, but only one person was
caught, and that person had supposedly put the 50 pounds
explosives on the Shadow V, which was Lord Louis Moutbatten’s
fishing boat, and he was out fishing with a local boy and with
his grandson and his son’s wife’s mother.
So all four of them were killed on the boat, and Lord Louis
Mountbatten didn’t die immediately, he was seriously injured
and drowning, and then he was pulled from the water and then
he died.
But Thomas McMahon, who was blamed for it all, he was seen at
the peace checker post the night before, and that was reported
to Lord Louis Mountbatten the next day, or so they claim. But
it’s generally considered by intelligence, and this is
confirmed, it’s an IRA opinion as well, that it was an MI-6
hit, and the person that controls the MI-6 is Princess
Elizabeth and in particular Prince Philip.
Prince Philip was raised by Lord Louis Mountbatten, and it
appears that is was Prince Philip who ordered the hit on Lord
Louis Mountbatten in order to cover up the heroin trafficking
triumvirate, and especially the use of the navy, of which
Prince Philip is the head, and using sea horses(a mechanical
device) to transfer heroin from one ship to another. Source
Once again, Halletts story is given added credibility, when
you learn what Wikipedia has to say about Airey neave’s death:

Kevin Cahill, an Irish investigative journalist, claims Neave
was on the verge of a massive overhaul of the security
services, possibly involving a merger of MI5 and MI6 and
arising from his belief in corruption in the security
services.
Cahill suggests a link between Neave’s killing, that of
Sir Richard Sykes and the attempted murder of Christopher
Tugendhat in December 1980. Cahill claims that Neave would
have been head of the combined security services with Sykes
and Tugendhat as his deputies, with Sykes responsible for
foreign operations and Tugendhat responsible for home
operations.
Cahill claims to have had a conversation with a drunken Neave
on St Patrick’s Day 1979 in the foyer of the Irish embassy in
London. Cahill had left a party and was waiting for a taxi. He
saw Neave in the room and introduced himself to him as an
admirer.
Cahill claims that Neave was inebriated and responded “quite
out of the blue” by saying “There are going to be changes
here, big changes, soon. There is going to be cleaning of the
stables… There has been serious corruption.” Neave then said
that there was “no use playing games. We have to win… We will
win when the [corruption] is sorted out. Count on that.”
Cahill found Neave’s remarks surprising because he seemed
internally preoccupied with the UK, with his Northern Ireland
brief “almost a sideline”. Cahill also thought that Neave’s
mention of corruption meant Soviet penetration.
Whilst working in the House of Commons as Paddy Ashdown‘s
research assistant, Cahill claims to have had around six
conversations with the security staff there. The most frequent
remark was that “everyone knew” the story behind Neave’s death
but that no one could talk about it in detail because it would
have been too dangerous.

Cahill claims they did not believe INLA killed Neave but that
it was an “inside job”. Cahill concluded that Neave was killed
by the security services; MI6 agents working with
the CIA because Neave sought to prosecute senior figures in
the intelligence establishment for corruption.
Another person who did not accept the generally accepted
version of events was Enoch Powell, the Ulster Unionist MP.
Powell claimed in an interview with The Guardian on 9 January
1984 that the Americans had killed Neave, along with Lord
Mountbatten and Robert Bradford MP. He claimed the evidence
came from a member of the Royal Ulster Constabulary with whom
he had a conversation.
On 18 October 1986 Powell returned to the subject of Neave’s
death in a speech to Conservative students in Birmingham. He
told them that INLA had not killed Neave, but that he had been
assassinated by “MI6 and their friends”.
Powell claimed Neave’s Northern Ireland policy had been one of
integration with the rest of the UK and that the Americans
feared that this process, if implemented by Neave, would have
been irreversible. His killing, alleged Powell, was intended
to make the British Government adopt a policy more acceptable
to America in her aim of a united Ireland within NATO…
Course, one thing is for sure, The Duck certainly has no
qualms about using MI6 to do his dirty work. He certainly used
them to murder his daughter in law Diana: Princess of Wales.
Certainly, Mountbatten’s death could have been prevented,
which to me only goes to add credence to MI6 carrying out the
murder. The following is taken from the Belfast Telegraph:
In a telegram to Foreign Secretary Lord Carrington — released
by the National Archives at Kew under the 30-year rule — the
British ambassador in Dublin Robin Haydon said there was a
widespread belief the attack on Lord Mountbatten could have
been prevented.

He said the concerns about the level of security provided by
the Garda Siochana were shared by local people who had
“greatly liked and respected” the peer. Read More

Strangely enough, following Mountbatten’s death, Bizzy Lizzie
and the Ducks behaviour towards Timothy Knatchbull was
certainly out of character for the notoriously cold and
callous senior royals. The following is from the Daily Mail:
Family and friends rallied. The Queen and Prince Philip
invited Tim and his 22-year-old sister Amanda to holiday with
them at Balmoral. What still strikes Tim today was the Queen’s
maternal kindness.
‘We have a great mother on the throne of this country,’ he
says. ‘When my mum, her good friend, was laid low, the Queen
stepped in. We were very late arriving at Balmoral, because of
a delay to our flight, and the Queen and Prince Charles plied
us with soup and sandwiches.
‘Amanda took the lead in thanking them and suggesting they go
to bed, but there was no persuading them. They continued to
bring food and drink and ask for news from home. After a while
we ambled down the corridor. We knew the form; at some point
the Queen would break off and head in the direction of her
bedroom. None of it.
‘She shepherded us into our rooms and started to unpack. Here,
Amanda drew the line, removing a sweater from the Queen’s
hands and convincing her that we really would be happier if
she took herself to bed. Read More
Now, when you consider that according to another Daily Mail
article:

THE Queen has mellowed from a stern mother whose children
called her ‘Your Majesty’ to a doting granny. Read More
And then add that to the fact that a few hours after Princess
Diana’s murder, The Duck insisted that the then 15 year old
Prince William and 12 year old Prince Harry, attend church
with the family, it’s not hard to see how strange the Royals
behaviour was towards Timothy Knatcbull.
Certainly, the Duck had no qualms about shagging Timothy’s
older brother Norton’s wife. This too from the Daily Mail:
For years he’d (Norton Knatchbull) had to endure the
speculation over his wife Penny’s relationship with Prince
Philip, who is his first cousin once removed.
Since Philip’s switch to carriage driving from polo, Lady
Brabourne had been a regular fixture at his side. She is 57,
Philip is 89.
The daughter of Reg Eastwood, a butcher who left school at 15
and went on to found the Angus Steakhouse eateries, Penny
Brabourne was not at first glance the ideal soulmate for one
of modern royalty’s grandest figures. But her stunning blonde
looks and
attention.
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captured

Philip’s

Often they would travel round the country together without
their spouses. Among the tight-knit community who are their
friends, the relationship goes unquestioned.
At one very grand house where they have stayed after carriagedriving events, a fellow guest told me: ‘Everybody knows about
Philip and Penny – they are close. But nobody knows any more
than that. They do NOT share a bedroom. Read More
Christ, that family make me heave. Quite why we put up with
the abominations is beyond me.
So, who did murder Mountbatten?

The chances are we will never

know. However, my money is on the Duck being behind it.
Never the less, if you are still in any doubt as to the kind
of morality or standards that the Royal family posses, you
only need to read the following taken from the Daily Express
in April 1995, to gain a further insight:
PRINCE Charles hopes to visit the
spot where his beloved
great-uncle Earl Mountbatten was murdered by the IRA.
Sources close to the Prince say he will make the poignant
pilgrimage during his first trip to the Irish Republic.
Yesterday locals in the village where Mountbatten was killed
16 years ago said Charles would receive a warm welcome.
The Prince’s visit to the Republic will be the first of its
kind since the country split from British rule in 1922. He is
expected to arrive in early June.
He is likely to meet Irish President Mary Robinson and Prime
Minister John Bruton, and visit Dublin’s Trinity College.
From Dublin, Charles is expected to make the 160-mile journey
to the seaside village of Mullaghmore, in County Sligo.
Lord Mountbatten was murdered in August 1979 when an IRA bomb
blew up his boat in the bay. The Earl, his 14 -year-old
grandson Nicholas and young Irish boatman Paul Maxwell aboard
the Shadow V died instantly.
His daughter Patricia Brabourne, his son-in-law John and
Timothy, Nicholas’ twin brother, were badly hurt. John
Brabourne’s mother, Lady Brabourne, died next morning.
The Royal Family was effectively barred from the Republic on
security grounds, although the Duchess of York has made
several private visits there in recent years.
Local senator Willie Farrell said yesterday: “There would be a

Cead Mile Failte — a hundred thousand welcomes. “Lord
Mountbatten was treated like one of the natives. The name is
loved around here.”
Ireland’s Deputy Prime Minister Dick Spring welcomed the
planned visit and said: “It is now possible in the context of
what has happened on this island in recent months.”
When he learned of the death of his “Uncle Dickie” Prince
Charles wrote: “I fear it will take me a very long time to
forgive those people who achieved something two world wars
failed to achieve.

I don’t feel the need to add any more except to say that if
the filthy nonce Mountbatten is the country’s idea of a hero…
We are most certainly doomed.
Don’t believe the truth, lets go to war.
Until the next time, thank you for your support and much love
to you all.
Chris.

